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The Tucker Rubber Bar Track (RBT) will be available this coming season. This new track incorporates the advantages of both the steel and all-rubber versions. The RBT will be a direct interchange on models using Sno-Cat®
carriers to support 38” and 28” steel tracks, both also utilizing 9 tooth sprockets. This new track will be most advantageous for the Far-West groomers that are used to running 38” steel tracks and the Mid-West and Eastern groomers
that are running the conventional 28” steel tracks.
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The Model 2000 Extended and 5-Passenger cabs will now be the same dimension and have the same number of
doors, four. As pictured below the extended cab comes with a removable tool box including its own access doors.
This cab will be predrilled for a bench seat so it can be easily converted to a 5-passenger.
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2013 Models with the new dash will have joystick support coming off the drivers seat (see below left and center). Backup lights are now LED (see below right), testing last winter showed these to be an upgrade from the
conventional light.

Mark has been with Tucker Sno-Cat® Corporation since September of 1995. Mark was hired as a welder in the cab department and estimates he has built close to 1000 cabs! He
learned welding at early age from his father and then took it
all four years in high school. Mark is certified as a 6G welder
with the State of Oregon, which is their highest classification.
He has seen and implemented several changes in the cab department because of ROPS requirements, seamless skin welding, improved materials, and door skin high technology glue.
Mark has been an Oregonian since 1990, he grew up in Anaheim, California. He and his wife have 2 young daughters and
when he isn't coaching soccer or racing his “Shifter Kart” he
and his family are out at the lake enjoying their boat. Mark’s
brother Matt works in the electrical department.

September 5-6 will be the date for our next Groomer Maintenance Seminar. Please go to our website (www.snocat.com) and click on the TRAINING / SEMINARS bar for details.

Tucker Sno-Cat® will be closed at 12:00 noon Friday August 3rd. This is our annual 2 week shut down when we
all take our vacations, we will be open for business again at 7:00 am Monday August 20th. Our telephone answering machine will give you the option of leaving a general message or transferring to voice mail, and will also list
cell phone numbers for sales and parts personnel.
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